
In creating your workspace, think about how you sit, type, swipe, point, and 
click—and the tools you could use to do all this more comfortably.

Learn more about creating a 
comfortable workspace

Work in exceptional comfort with the slim, refined design of the Ergonomic 
Keyboard.* The split keyboard and improved cushioned palmrest help position 
your wrists and forearms in a natural, relaxed posture, while dedicated shortcut 
keys** help save you time.

Microsoft Ergonomic 
Keyboard

Durable and lightweight, the Ergonomic Mouse* offers design features such as 
shape slant and palmrest. The Ergonomic Mouse reduces fatigue and delivers 
exceptional control, precise web and document navigation, and ultra smooth 
tracking on a variety of surfaces.

Microsoft Ergonomic Mouse

If you work with numbers all the time, Microsoft Number Pad gives you 
optimized key spacing for better, faster input. Connect up to three devices and 
seamlessly switch between them to amplify your productivity. With the wireless 
and compact Number Pad, you have flexibility to arrange your ergonomic 
workspace however you need.

Microsoft Number Pad

With a compact footprint, low profile, and wireless design, this keyboard saves 
you desktop space or slips into your bag wherever you go. The Designer 
Compact Keyboard connects to your PC and mobile devices while providing 
optimized key spacing and key travel for fast, fluid typing. 

Microsoft Designer
Compact Keyboard

*Colors vary by market.

The first ergonomic mouse from Microsoft with Bluetooth offers the right 
balance of size, shape, and weight to support your hand and wrist while 
reducing discomfort. And with seamless finishes and beautiful colors,* you’re 
not compromising style for comfort.

Microsoft Bluetooth® 
Ergonomic Mouse

Tools for your ergonomic workspace 

An improperly designed workspace can result in pain, 
fatigue, and sometimes even debilitating repetitive 
strain injuries (RSIs). 

Fortunately, you can prevent or mitigate these impacts 
by carefully considering how you set up your 
workspace and the PC accessories you choose.

Drawing on disciplines from physiology to Drawing on disciplines from physiology to 
biomechanics and industrial engineering, ergonomics 
is the science of designing products and systems to 
optimize human well-being and performance.

With the help of an ergonomic mouse and keyboard, With the help of an ergonomic mouse and keyboard, 
you can set up an ergonomic workspace that makes a 
difference—for your productivity, your focus, and, most 
importantly, your health. 

Why ergonomics matter

Work in comfort 
wherever you are
Whether at home or onsite, Microsoft ergonomic tools 
can improve your workspace and help you work in 
greater comfort throughout your day.


